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Thank you for your
business, your trust, and
your confidence. It is our
pleasure to work with you.
We look forward to seeing
you in 2022!
All of us at

Stockton Real Estate Advisors

I'd like to thank each and every person at SREA. I know that we all
have our own personal struggles but this year has been one of my
toughest years to get through. This is by far the best team I've ever
been involved in and worked for! It really is a family here! I love how
we all have each other's backs and encourage and applaud each
other for jobs well done!
- JUSTIN DALSKE

What We're
Thankful for...

I'm thankful that our company is such a close-knit family. It makes
coming to work every day exciting and comfortable. I'm also
thankful to work with such selfless people who not only want to see
you succeed, but will also lend you a hand every chance they get.
- ERIC HAAB

From Our
Hearts...

What We're Grateful For...

I don't know how to express my sincere gratitude to you all. I love this awesome family! I'm
thankful for all the kindness and love you all have given me throughout the years.
- CHARLES BROWN
I'm thankful for the support of my clients who have stuck with me over the past two years.
I look forward to continuing our relationships and to success in 2022. - MIKE DOLAN
I'd like to thank one of our tenants - Salvo Rogers Elinski - at 510 E. Township Line
Road, for always quickly informing us of any issues that occur at 510.
- ADAM LEEDIE
I'd like to thank our tenant, Bucks Orthopedics, for keeping me informed of any
issues and even taking care of them on their own at times. Patients always tell me
how great their team is. - STEVE NOLAN
I'm thankful that the Stockton team has weathered the past two years and
emerged stronger than ever - and that 2022 is full of new and exciting possibilities.
- AMY ORONS
I'm thankful for my Stockton family and the continued growth of our company.
- GUY PIERCE
I'm grateful to join Stockton's close-knit collaborative team. Everyone is a pleasure
to work with and they all are dedicated to the common goals of client satisfaction,
value creation, respect for all individuals, and community service. 2021 has been an
exceptional year and I eagerly look forward to new opportunities in 2022.
- ALAN JOVINELLY
I'm thankful for progess...in all aspects of life. The world we live in moves forward
through achievements, both big and small, that through hard work and
serendipity, occur every day. I'm thankful to be able to participate and enjoy those
occasional victories. - SEAN MYERS
I'm thankful for good health, a job that I enjoy, with coworkers who feel like family,
and all of the engineers, contractors, cleaners, and security guards who work hard
every day to keep our properties safe and running smoothly. - MIA BROWN
Despite the hardships of the past two years, I'm thankful that the pandemic has made
everyone pause to take a moment to recognize what's most important to them.
- JACKLYN HADZOR
I’m grateful for my health, my family, and all of my friends, including all my good friends from
Stockton. - CHRIS AMOROSO
As crazy as this may sound, the past year has been a blessing. Despite so many challenges, the
trials and tribulations we have experienced as individuals and as a team have revealed our
strengths and priorities and has crystallized what is truly important. I am thankful for my
Stockton colleagues. Each brings a commitment to our clients and community, and everyone
strives for the best possible outcome in everything we do. I am thankful for the trust and
confidence our clients have in the SREA team. To us, every relationship and assignment is
personal, and we are so proud and grateful that you choose to work with us.
We are looking forward to an exciting and fruitful 2022 with our families, friends, colleagues,
and clients by our side. Best wishes for a happy, healthy, and safe holiday!
- JIM PATERNO

